SIGN CONVENTION AND NOTATION
Tensile strains and stresses are considered positive. The axis system adopted for curvature is illustrated in Figure 1a , with curvatures positive as shown adopting a right-hand screw rule. As a number of different conventions can be used to define curvatures it is worth emphasising that in the following analysis the curvature κ x is that about an axis perpendicular to the x-axis, so that it gives rise to strains in the x-direction. 
he corresponding concrete stress triad is denoted (σ cx , σ cy , σ cxy ). Typically, the principal dire he axial load triad N = (N x , N y , N xy ) is given by:
T ctions of the concrete strain and stress will vary through the depth of the section. where z n is the distance between the mid-plane of the section and the level of the reinforcement. ated usin
BEHAVIOUR OF SLABS IN BI-AXIAL BENDING
he reduction in moment capacity for slab elements in bi-axial bending principally arises for two rea f a reinforced concrete slab is evaluated, the forces dev ), it is possible to determine corresponding mid-plane strains (ε
)
The poisson's ratio for the concrete is taken as zero. Its stress-strain behaviour in the (tension softening) has been Two different notations are used to illustrate curvatures in diagrams. Curvatures may be indic g dual double-headed arrows as shown in Figure 1a ; the direction of the arrow indicates the axis about which the curvature occurs adopting a right-hand screw rule. Alternatively curvatures are indicated using double-ended solid arrows as shown in Figure 1b . Here, the arrows are aligned with the principal directions of curvature (i.e. the direction in which strains occur). However, if a principal curvature is equal to zero no arrow is shown.
3
T sons: firstly, as considered further below the fundamental need to satisfy equilibrium requirements (for zero in-plane axial forces) and secondly, because the strength of concrete reduces when subjected to states of bi-axial stress where the principal stresses are of opposite sign. This reduction in concrete strength, often termed tension softening, is discussed in detail by Lodi [12] . A good review is also provided by Vecchio and Collins [15] .
When the uni-axial bending capacity o eloped in the reinforcement and concrete are balanced so that there is no resultant axial (or inplane) force in a direction perpendicular to the axis of bending. In determining the flexural capacity of a reinforced concrete slab in bi-axial bending a similar approach is adopted here; any membrane forces which might develop in the slab, for example due to restraint at supports, are neglected. Therefore, the axial force in any direction must be zero. This requirement is satisfied if the axial force "triad" (N x , N y , N xy ) is equal to (0 ,0, 0). , so that, for the resulting stresses determined using suitable constitutive models for the concrete and reinforcement, zero axial force results. From these stresses the corresponding bending moment field can be determined, (M x , M y , M xy ). Such an approach is used in the procedure described by Denton [14] , which has been used to determine the moment capacity of an orthogonally reinforced concrete slab element under different imposed curvature fields. The key features of the model are as follows.
(i principal directions, which themselves may vary through the slab depth, is based on the model proposed by Carriera and Chu [16] (see Figure 3a) .
The reduction in concrete strength due to bi-axial stress modelled by reducing the compressive strength of the concrete through applying the factor proposed by Vecchio and Collins [17, 15] given by:
where ε 0 is the strain at which the peak compressive stress occurs and ε 1 is the principal (iii) ed to be linear elastic to yield in tension, then to yield at einforcement unloads elastically from the peak strain it has experienced. tensile strain. The steel reinforcement is assum a constant stress. Any contribution from the steel in compression is neglected (see Figure  3b) .
The r
The analysis is undertaken by first selecting a particular curvature field (κ x , κ y , κ xy ), with units m
This pattern of curvature, multiplied by a scalar function α, is then applied to the slab element. The value of α is initially taken to be small then gradually increased, and, for each value of α, the corresponding moment field (M x , M y , M xy ) is determined so that a complete moment-curvature response is established. The properties of the orthogonally reinforced concrete element used in the following examples are summarised in Table 1 . These are similar to test specimen ML3 of Marti et al [18] , although, perhaps somewhat unrealistically, the reinforcement in each face is here assumed to lie at the same distance from the concrete surface in both directions (equal to the average value used by Marti et al). The slab element is illustrated in Figure 4 .
The response of the element in uni-axial bending is shown in Figure 5 . Two cases are plotted corresponding to bending about the y-axis (i.e. a curvature field is imposed on the slab element giving rise to stresses in the direction of the x-axis) and bending about an axis at 45 o to the x-axis. The curvature fields are thus given by: Figure 5 , the scaling factor, α, is plotted on the horizontal axis, whilst the major principal bending moment is plotted on the vertical axis. From this figure, it can be seen that the peak (major principal) moment capacity of the slab element is identical in both cases. However, the stiffness of the slab element is lower when the principal curvature directions are skewed to the reinforcement directions.
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Fig. 4 Reinforced concrete slab element
The responses of the element in three cases of bi-axial bending are shown in Figure 6 . The axes of this figure are identical to those of Figure 5 . The three curvature fields are as follows:
The first and second cases correspond to pure synclastic and anticlastic curvature fields respectively (i.e. major and minor principal curvatures of equal magnitude with the same or opposite sign), with the principal axes of curvature aligned with the reinforcement directions. The third curvature field is identical to the anticlastic case (Case 4), but with the principal curvatures rotated by an angle of 45 o , so that the principal axes of curvature are at 45 o to the reinforcement directions. No such rotation of the synclastic case (Case 3) is required since this curvature field remains identical irrespective of the angle through which it is rotated.
From Figure 6 it can be seen that for Cases 3 and 4 the major principal moment capacity is almost identical. However, whilst the ductility of the response in Case 3 is also identical to that for uni-axial bending about an axis perpendicular to the reinforcement direction, in Case 4 the ductility is significantly lower. This lower ductility stems from the reduction in concrete strength due to tension softening.
From Figure 6 , the peak moment capacity for Case 5 can be seen to be significantly less than for Cases 1 to 4. It is this reduction in bending capacity (which increases with the steel proportion) that raises concerns about the safety of applying conventional yield-line analysis since conventional yield-line mechanisms cannot include regions exhibiting such curvatures. It can also be seen from Figure 6 that the ductility exhibited in Case 5 is less than for Cases 1 to 4. The reduction in bending capacity in Case 5 can be understood by considering the mid-plane strains required for the axial force (N x , N y , N xy ) to be zero. In the following discussion the tensile strength of the concrete is neglected. Although this has not been assumed in the analysis of the slab element, doing so here serves to simplify the explanation of the slab behaviour, without losing its essential features.
Variation in Principal Bending
Consider first the stresses in the concrete and steel when α has a value equal to that giving the maximum principal moment, but with the mid-plane strain initially equal to zero in every direction (i.e. ,0) ). The strain in the steel reinforcement will be zero since it lies at 45 o to the directions of principal curvature which are of opposite sign (but equal magnitude). Thus the stress in the reinforcement will also be zero. However, the stress in the concrete will not be zero.
At a distance z below the mid-plane of the slab, the strain in the concrete in the direction of the major (hogging) principal curvature will be compressive giving rise to a compressive stress. However, in the direction of the minor (sagging) principal curvature the strain at this level in the slab will be tensile giving rise to zero stress. The variation in the stress between these two directions is plotted on Figure 7 and can be established from the following expression: θ σ σ 2 max cos = (8) where σ max is the concrete stress in the direction of the major principal curvature and θ is the angle between this direction and the direction of interest. Also plotted on Figure 7 is the variation in stress at a distance z above the mid-plane of the section. These two curves are exactly out of phase with each other, so it follows from Equation 8 that if they are summed the total stress is equal to a constant value. Therefore, with zero mid-plane strain the axial force developed in the entire concrete section will have a constant (compressive) value in all directions.
To satisfy the requirement for zero axial force it is necessary for the compressive force in the concrete to be balanced by a constant tensile force in all directions, provided by the steel reinforcement. Thus the mid-plane strain must in fact be tensile in all directions, i.e. given by (ε 1,1,0) , where β is a scalar factor. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly therefore, all the reinforcement will be in tension at the same time. Of course, the addition of this tensile mid-plane strain will reduce the compression developed in the concrete. It will however remain constant in all directions.
For this anticlastic bending case (Case 5), the stresses applied to the section giving the maximum major principal bending-moment are plotted indicatively in Figure 8 . In this figure, σ c is used to denote the stress in the concrete and σ s the stress in the reinforcement. The peak major principal bending The strain in the reinforcement at the peak bending moment is therefore equal to 1.40x10 -3 and is less than the yield strain (= 481/210x10 3 = 2.29x10 -3
). The depth of concrete in compression is equal to 67mm.
Uni-axial Case Bi-axial pureanticlastic Case peak concrete stress reduced due to tension softening In this case as would be expected, the reinforcement is yielding at the peak bending moment. The depth of concrete in compression is equal to 36mm.
Although both distributions of stress shown in Figure 8 give zero axial force, the moment arising from the stress distribution in the uni-axial case is clearly very much greater.
The yield-surface for an orthogonally reinforced concrete element in bi-axial bending, with the principal axes of bending at an angle of 45 o to the reinforcement directions is plotted indicatively in Figure 9 , based on the results of numerous analyses using the procedure outlined by Denton [14] . On this Figure, M 1 and M 2 denote the ultimate principal bending capacities. This yield-surface has been used in the following examples. The value of c, which is the ratio of the magnitude of the ultimate moment capacities in pure synclastic and anticlastic bending is treated as a variable in these examples.
Also plotted on Figure 9 are "curvature-vectors" for the cases of uni-axial bending and pure synclastic and anticlastic bi-axial bending on principal curvature axes κ 1 and κ 2 , parallel to M 1 and M 2 respectively. From these curvature vectors, it can be seen that, for this yield surface, it is only when curvatures are of opposite sign that the ultimate moment capacity reduces in magnitude from M p . From Figures 5 and 6 it can be seen that the value of peak moment capacity for uni-axial and synclastic bending is approximately equal to 154kN, whereas for pure anticlastic bending it is equal to 86kN, giving a value of c = 0.56. This anticlastic bending capacity compares reasonably with the experimental results presented by Marti et al [1987] , viz 93.8kN.
Fig. 9 Yield surface

"WIDE" YIELD-LINE MECHANISMS
Conventional yield-line mechanisms comprise rigid regions that intersect at narrow yield-lines where rotational deformation is assumed to occur. Such mechanisms are unable to represent zones of bi-axial curvature and therefore cannot take account of the reduced flexural capacity of slabs subjected to anticlastic bi-axial bending (compared with uni-axial bending). To overcome this problem, a general procedure has been developed to convert conventional yield-line mechanisms into mechanisms with "wide" yield-lines, which do include regions subjected to bi-axial curvature.
"Wide" yield-line mechanisms also have rigid regions. However, these rigid regions no longer intersect at yield-lines, where rotations and so infinite curvatures occur. Rather, they are connected by "yield-lines" of finite and constant width and with uniform finite curvature over their area. Nodal regions occur where these "wide" yield-lines themselves intersect and also have uniform curvature over their area.
The boundaries of the "wide" yield-lines and of the nodal regions are lines of discontinuity in curvature. For compatibility to be achieved across these discontinuities two conditions must be satisfied, as follows:
The curvatures giving rise to strains parallel to the line of discontinuity must be equal either side of the discontinuity. (ii)
The "twisting" curvatures along the line of the discontinuity must be equal either side of the discontinuity.
The procedure for developing "wide" yield-line mechanisms uses a conventional compatible yieldline mechanism as its basis. The requirements for the compatibility of such conventional mechanisms are considered in detail by Denton [19] .
The rotation in each of the yield-lines in the conventional yield-line mechanism is first calculated. The procedure for developing "wide" yield-line mechanisms is then as follows, assuming not more than three yield-lines intersect at each node. Approaches for the treatment of more than three intersecting yield-lines are examined by Denton [14] .
Each of the conventional yield-lines is replaced with a "wide" yield-line, with the conventional yield-line as its centreline.
A finite width is assigned to each of the "wide" yield-lines, generally this may be freely chosen, however, note the comments below regarding supports.
The principal curvature in each "wide" yield-line is evaluated so that the rotation in the "wide" yield-line is equal to that in the corresponding conventional yield-line (i.e.
, where Θ is the specified total rotation of a yield-line about its centreline, κ is the non-zero principal curvature in the corresponding "wide" yield-line and d is the width assigned to the "wide" yield-line). (11) A generalised proof of the existence of compatible "wide" yield-line mechanisms is provided by Denton [14] , together with the derivations of Equations 9, 10 and 11.
Difficulties can be encountered if the resulting "wide" yield-lines overlap lines of support. However, in such cases it is most straightforward simply to use an alternative conventional yield-line mechanism with yield-lines further from the support as the basis for developing the "wide" yield-line mechanism. Cases where conventional yield-line mechanisms cross lines of supports, as may occur, for example, when internal column supports are provided, cannot always be treated in this fashion. Such special cases are not considered here.
Conventional yield-line mechanisms frequently include rotations about simply supported slab boundaries. These lines of rotation may be conveniently treated as "wide" yield-lines of negligible width in developing a "wide" yield-line mechanism.
Interestingly, although the results and procedure for developing yield-line mechanisms with "wide" yield-lines have not, to the authors' knowledge, been presented prior to Denton [14] , analogous results have been presented for stress fields by Marti [18] for use in plastic analysis. As explained by Calladine [20] , a static-geometric analogy exists between in-plane stress fields and out-of-plane displacement fields, with stresses in the former system analogous with curvatures in the latter system. Equilibrium requirements in the former system are analogous with compatibility requirements in the latter. A special case of this analogy is considered further by Denton [19] in examining compatibility requirements of conventional yield-line mechanisms.
APPLICATIONS OF YIELD-LINE ANALYSIS USING "WIDE" YIELD-LINE MECHANISMS
The application of yield-line analysis using "wide" yield-line mechanisms is examined using two examples.
Example 1: Balcony Slab
A square reinforced concrete slab is simply-supported on two sides, with uplift prevented along these lines of support, as shown in Figure 11 . The slab is orthogonally reinforced with an equal area of reinforcement in each face and in each direction. The reinforcement is aligned with the supported edges. A point load, P, is applied vertically downwards at the unsupported corner of the slab.
The yield-surface for a slab element with principal axes of bending at 45 o to the reinforcement directions is taken to be that plotted in Figure 9 . The moment capacity for uni-axial bending is therefore equal to M p ; for pure anticlastic bending it is equal to cM p .
For the yield-line patterns shown in Figures 12a and b , the upper-bound estimate of the collapse load for both mechanisms is given by:
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Fig. 11 Balcony Slab
Yield-lines For the "wide" yield-line pattern shown in Figure 13 , the (incremental) displacement of the load, Δ, is given by:
where a is the width of the "wide" yield-line and L is the length of one side of the slab.
The energy dissipated in the slab, ED, is given by: Thus, for the "wide" yield-line pattern shown in Figure 13 , the energy dissipation is given by, The upper-bound estimate of the collapse load is therefore given by:
The minimum value of P occurs when a = √2L, (i.e. the wide yield-line covers the whole of the square slab, which is entirely in anticlastic bending). The minimum value of P is thus given by:
Clearly, therefore, when c is less than unity, the "wide" yield-line mechanism will be more critical than the conventional yield-line patterns shown in Figures 4.8a and b. The magnitude of the nonconservatism through applying only the conventional yield-line mechanism can be high. In this case the percentage error, relative to the capacity determined from Equation 17 , is given by (1-c)/c. For the moment capacities calculated above, where c was found to be 0.56, a percentage error equal to 79% results.
Example 2: Simply-supported square slab
A square slab is simply-supported on all four sides, with uplift prevented along all these lines of support, as shown in Figure 14 . The slab is orthogonally reinforced with an equal area of reinforcement in each face and in each direction. The reinforcement is aligned with the supported edges. A uniformly distributed load of magnitude w per unit area is applied vertically downwards over the entire slab.
As in Example 1, the yield-surface of the slab for principal axes of bending at 45 o to the reinforcement directions is taken to be that plotted in Figure 9 . Again, therefore, the moment capacity for uni-axial bending is equal to M p and for pure anticlastic bending it is equal to cM p . For the yield-line mechanism illustrated in Figure 15 , the upper-bound estimate of the collapse load is given by
Simply
More critical yield-line mechanisms can be found, for example by including fan regions near to the corners. However, such detailed investigations do not typically reduce the collapse load greatly (see for example Fox [21] ), and this simple mechanism is therefore considered to provide a satisfactory basis for this comparative example.
For the wide yield-line mechanism illustrated in Figure 16 , the upper-bound estimate of the collapse load is given by (19) where h = a / √2L ( = 0.707 a / L) and the width of the yield-lines is equal to a.
The variation in collapse load with yield-line width and c is plotted in Figure 17 . When c is equal to unity, the minimum yield-line width gives the critical collapse load with w = 24M p /L 2 . This is not unexpected, the "wide" yield-line mechanism then becomes identical to the mechanism in Figure 15 . Values of c less than unity have critical collapse loads less than this value, with the critical yield-line width increasing as c decreases.
For a value of c = 0, the critical collapse load is given by w = 19.2M p /L 2 . However, for a more realistic minimum value of c = 0.56, based on the moment capacities calculated above, which is approaching the upper limit on practical steel proportions, the critical collapse load is given by w = 23.4M p /L 2 , corresponding to an error of only 2.7% compared with the collapse mechanism shown in Figure 15 . The curves shown in Figure 17 for cases of c less than 0.5 are probably of theoretical interest only. It appears therefore that, in contrast to Example 1, the effect on the collapse load of the reduction in moment capacity for regions in bi-axial bending is rather small. 
CONCLUSIONS
The shape of the yield-surface for a reinforced-concrete slab element subject to bi-axial bending has been the subject of considerable research in the past. It has been found that, in regions of anticlastic bi-axial bending, the flexural capacity of a reinforced concrete slab can be significantly less than the flexural capacity when the slab is subjected to uni-axial bending.
Regions of bi-axial bending cannot occur in conventional yield-line mechanisms, where yield-lines are used to represent rotations between rigid regions.
A simple method has therefore been presented to enable zones of bi-axial bending to be taken into account in yield-line analysis. In this method "wide" yield-line mechanisms are used which comprise rigid regions that are connected by "yield-lines" of finite and constant width and with uniform finite curvature over their area.
Two examples of the method have been presented. In the analysis of a simply-supported balcony slab under a point load, the effect of the reduction in flexural capacity of the slab in anticlastic bending was found to be significant. Whilst this is not particularly surprising, the slab being subjected to a purely twisting moment, it serves to illustrate an extreme case where conventional yield-line analysis can be particularly unsafe.
In the second example, the analysis of a simply-supported square slab under a uniformly distributed loading, the effect of the reduced flexural capacity in zones subjected to anticlastic bending was found to be small. An error of 2.7% was found for a slab with the properties described in Table 1 .
It appears unlikely that the reduced flexural capacity of reinforced concrete slabs in zones subjected to anticlastic bending will have a highly significant effect on their overall capacity in many cases. However, the method presently described does enable the significance of such a reduction in flexural capacity to be investigated without recourse to complex non-linear numerical methods.
Perhaps of greater significance is the variation in ductility observed for different bending cases; means of accounting for such effects are explored further by Denton [14] .
